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Undergraduate Paper of the Year Award

Jyhreh Johnson, “Quantifying Cranial Shape Change with Age in Adult Modern Humans: Through a Geometric Morphometric Approach”

Amy Shannon, “The Use of Birds During the Ocean Bay Period at Rice Ridge (49-KOD-363), Alaska”
Doctoral Candidates

Colin Michael Brand
“A genomic investigation of bonobo (Pan paniscus) and chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) divergence”
Advisor: Frances White

Latham Talbot Wood
“Canoes, Kava, Kastom, and the Politics of ‘Culture’ on Aneityum”
Advisor: Phil Scher

Kylen Nadine Underwood Gartland
Advisor: Frances White

Matthew Napolitano
“Improving Chronologies in Island Environments: A Global Perspective”
Advisor: Scott Fitzpatrick

Hannah Parker Wellman
“Marine Mammals before Extirpation: Using Archaeology to Understand Native American Use of Sea Otters and Whales in Oregon prior to European Contact”
Advisor: Madonna Moss

Alexana Hickmott
“Examining Foraging models Using Dietary Diversity and Gut Microbiota in Bonobos (Pan paniscus)”
Advisor: Frances White

Brian Lane
“Resources and Territoriality: Spatial and Geographic Archaeology of Rapa Iti, Remote Oceania”
Advisor: Scott Fitzpatrick

Anna C. Sloan
“Gender, Identity, and Belonging: A Community-Based Social Archaeology of the Nunalleq Site in Quinhagak, Alaska”
Advisor: Madonna Moss

Master Candidates

Nicholas Alexander Altensee
“Coconut Walk: A Zooarchaeological Analysis”
Advisor: Scott Fitzpatrick

Polet Campos-Melchor
“Amadas: Trans Asylum Seekers Re-Conceptualizing Love in Ciudad Juárez”
Advisor: Ana-Maurine Lara

Sara Khatib
“What is an Old-Growth? The Shaping and (Re)shaping of Scientific Inquiry at the H.J. Andrews Experimental Forest”
Advisor: Stephen Dueppen and Carol Silverman

Molly McBride
“The Queer Temporalities of a Woman’s Chorus during COVID-19”
Advisor: Leah Lowthorp

Tian Walker
“Coping with stigma and stress: Creative activity and health among transgender and gender diverse people in the U.S.”
Advisor: Zachary DuBois
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Raya Faith Aviani  
Hallie Claire Beaver  
Nichole Kirsten Biggs  
Shea Lynn Calvert  
Kaylin Brooke Caudell  
Xuejen Chen  
Noa Cohen  
Amanda Marie Colestock  
Lee Anthony Craig  
Karli Erin Cunningham  
Luke Logan Currey  
Kenadee Raye Davidson  
Max David Deckelmann  
Giovanna Paola Delgadillo  
Sara Elizabeth Draper  
Alle Eve Dunbar  
Niklas Goran Eriksson  
Karen Ann Eslinger  
Sophia Zara Filippino  
Ky Francis Fireside  
Alexis Lauren Garcia  
Karly C. Gardner  
Maya Grace Gentala  
Evan Charles Gott  
Carlos Reynaldo Guerra  
Rebecca B. Guerra  
Timothy K. Harper  
Jillian Kerry Henry  
Erin Elizabeth Hubbard  
Melissa Johnson  
Jyhreh A’Knell Johnson  
Narsingh Singh Khalsa  
Geena Hazel Knapp  
Lisa Megan Kwan  
Emily Anne Langford  
Marie Elizabeth LeRoux  
Emma Jo Lindemann  
Christen Joy Lueders  
Sohni Shivan Maan-Davie  
Riley A. Male  
Austin Monroe Mason  
Asa Annalies Franklin Mayall  
Marissa Linn McDaniel  
Abbey Elizabeth McDonald  
Ben Carter McMahon  
Alex Rae-Anna Nickens  
Adrianna Evelyn Nickerson  
Jessica Lynn Norton  
Deon Lee Olinghouse  
Kaity Dee Olsen  
Christine Marie Olson  
Connor Richard Peeples  
Andrea Lily Quintanilla  
Ella K. Ramage  
David Ashley Rollins  
Jess Erin Roten  
Timothy Charles Ruppert  
Tia Mae Schmidt  
Amy Kathleen Shannon  
Karsten Robert Skoch  
Quinn Smart  
Kendall Malia Soriano  
Liam Lavan Stone  
Isabella Thalia Torres  
Shuxi Wu  
Michael Patrick Young  
Bailey Kisayo Zahniser

1 Summa cum laude 2 Magna cum laude 3 Cum Laude 4 Phi Beta Kappa 5 Clark Honors College 6 Anthropology Departmental Honors 7 Archaeology 8 Biological Anthropology 9 Cultural Anthropology, 9 Anthropology Paper of the Year Award.
Minor Candidates

Margaret Rose O’Brien Ackerman
Alana Grace Ackerman
Elyssa Judith Alfi
Aliana Rose Marie Allen-Malone
Stephany Nallely Alvarado-Ornelas
John William Walker Anderson
Alexandra Louise Arnett
Bia Assuncao Tavares
Lainey J. Bayr
Kaitlan Jean Benner
Sophia Jenalee Bevans
Katie Paige Binkowski
Jordan David Bradley
Katie Kirsten Brooks
Alissa Ann Brunkhorst
Abigail Rose Cakebread
Yasmin Roshell Camacho
Lisa Carroll
Emailie Diana Ceniceros
Jen Amy Clason
Laraine Katherine Clawson
Zack John Connolly
Lisseth Corral
Bella Ina Luisa Crepeaux
Milicent Ann DeHart
Kristen Ann Des Ilets
Kallie Lynn DiRusso
Julia Christina Dobberstein
Jonathan Dominguez
True Rose Kapuamaeole Dydasco
Troi Magdalena Feinberg
Jerry John Feist
Ben Nathan Forman
Kayla Marie Freudenthal
Kelly Renee Fulton
Harry Gao
Emmalyn Lorraine Garrett
Emma Alice Graham
Camelia Deviyanti Gunawan
Allie McKinley Harris
Albert Jefferson Heape
Fritz F. Hergenhan
Hollyn Delay Hilton
Christopher Lund Hoon
Faith Amelia Hovenden
Mark Andrew Howard
Liv I. Jackson
Tip Kanjanakaset McIntosh
Phoebe Marie Kioschos
Zachary Raymond Kohtz
Owen Bennett Kong
Ari Louise LaMora
Kelsey Raeann Lane
Allyssandra Rose Lanz
Aidan Joseph Lynch
Anastasiya Lystopad
Cidney Lauryn Marshall
Kiera Louise McCurdy
Alaina Maria McIntyre
Vanessa Leann Melgarejo
Miguel Angel Mendoza Lopez
Megan Renee Miller
Sydney Holloway Moore
Emma Rose Moyers
Meghan Ashley Mueller
Roane Mullins
Brooke Kathleen Nigro
Gillian Marie Ortega
Katlyn Rachelle Perry
Kendall Ann Pfenning
Alexis Phadungmartvorakul
Marissa Rae Pletschette
Megan Pollak
Gabrielle Marie Sarao
Abby Frances Scheele
Christina Shaneyfelt
Emily Camille Sitter
Owen Patrick Skornik-Hayes
Alahna Joy Staten
Brooklyn Adaire Stenstrom
Hanna Grace Sturdivant
Chloe Paulo Tacata
Athena Camille Taitingfong
Cydney F. Taylor
Stephanie D. Tran
Flannery Vera Trexler
Devin Nicole Vandergriff
Vivian Vu
Keely Elizabeth Whiting
Zia Delirium Wineriter
Macie Rose Zamudio